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ABSTRACT 

There are various existing systems in order to identify opinion features in a single review corpus without  

considering their disparities across variety of review corpus. This paper represents the criteria to recognize opinion  

feature from invalid ones by distributional characteristics across two corpora domain relevant corpus which is 

Intrinsic domain and a domain independent corpus which is Extrinsic domain .The valid opinion features are 

extracted by the following procedure in the first step candidate features are extracted by using the syntactic rules .In 

the second step, the domain relevance score for candidate feature is computed. In the third step domain relevance 

score is compared with the threshold, the opinion features are thus considered definite when IDR score is more than 

threshold and EDR score is having value Lower than threshold. The thresholding  method is termed as intrinsic and 

extrinsic domain relevance(IEDR) approach. 

Keyword: -Candidate Features, IDR Score, EDR Score, Opinion Feature. 

 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid growth of e-commerce people are more interested to buy product online and enthusiastic to know 

what other consumers think about the same product, The products on which the consumer express their views are 

opinions. Rather, then going through thousands of comment consumers and performing such time consuming task 

analysis of opinion is done To determine the polarity of opinions, whether the particular product in which user is 

interested has got positive rating or negative rating. Opinion mining has  thus got great importance with rapid growth 

of web technology. Basically, opinion is the user expressed views on which analysis is done in order to determine 

the polarity. Nowadays consumers get attracted on what features, attributes  of product distinguished it by other 

Products. Researchers [2],[3] worked on aspect level analysis which aims to analyze entity on which user expresses 

opinion which is termed as opinion feature. So, it is noteworthy to find out consumers opinion about different 

feature rather than determining overall opinion about products The sentiment orientation of the fine grained opinion 

mining is shown in the example below: 

Example 1.1 “The battery is good, Memory is  sufficient, Exterior is not so beautiful” 

Here, although the overall opinion about the product is positive but the opinion orientation for features such as 

“battery” and “Memory” is positive and that of Exterior is negative. Consumers thus take and want to take a wise 

Decision while purchasing the product. Fine-grained opinion mining thus help both consumers  and the vendors what 

aspect of the product reviewers interested in and what not and made it to achieve such rating. Here, in this paper, we 

put forward a framework to compose a Intrinsic and Extrinsic Domain Relevance system to identify opinion features 

[1], the system will first extract candidate features. The intrinsic domain resembles which is domain  dependent (e.g., 

Mobile) and extrinsic domain resembles which is domain independent (e.g., Hotel).By the extracted candidate 

features we the compute domain relevance score and domain independent score. The score thus will be used by 

IEDR algorithm in order to identify valid opinion features. The primary focus of our work is is to obtain opinion 

features is to obtain opinion features by considering their distribution disparities across  variety of corpora. The 

domain relevance score of domain dependent and domain independent corpus is computed, domain relevance score 
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thus implies how well a feature is related to particular domain. The features such as “battery” and “Memory” are the 

candidate features on which user expresses his opinion. The “battery” is mentioned frequently in domain  dependent 

corpus  but less frequently in domain independent corpus. By using domain relevance criteria across two corpora as 

“battery’’ will appear no of times in review collection of Mobile and less frequently in domain independent  corpus 

of finance will lead to identify opinion features. 

 

2 Literature Survey 

 

G. Qiu, C. Wang, J. Bu, K. Liu, and C.Chen[2],here dependence grammar is used in  order to find the features,the 

syntactic parsing is thus the pioneer of authors work. The syntacticroles played by different words in a sentence  

thus help to extract the features from the review corpus.The extracted features were further used in order to find 

polarity of sentence. 

          In LDA [3] defined as latent Dirichlet allocation which is the unsupervised learning method was proposed 

where emphasis on reducing, the document length which can be further be used for classification, summarizing 

,relevance detection.The generated documents consists of topics which are the aspect. The method thus helps in 

order to extract features .As it keeps the count of occurrence of word in a document of the topic extracted. In the 

paper[4],mutual reinforcement principle is used ,in order to identify hidden sentiments between product features  

and opinion words.In this approach clustering in done based on the content information and sentiment link 

information .The clusters are of opinion words and product feature. The association set build. Thus it can determine 

opinion about different product is build feature with the help of n-strongest sentiment link information. It can thus 

predict opinion words without explicit appearance of product feature  

     Hu and Liu[5], studied association rule mining to extract features from user reviews. The mining of opinions 

features from sentences is  done. The noun phrases are thus extracted as a feature. As noun phrases mined may not be 

always a valid opinion feature .Some of the opinion features are overlooked which are the definite one as mainly 

frequently appearing nouns are extracted P.D. Turney[7],researched an unsupervised learning method in order to 

determine sentiment orientation of review. The part-of-speech tagger has been used for parsing. The adjective or 

adverb in the sentence are extracted. 
 

3.Overview of the system 

 The proposed system aims to obtain opinion features by exploring their variation among two inter-corpus statistics 

Domain related corpora and domain irrelevant corpora.The proposed IEDR system, which constitutes  following 

modules. 
 Candidate Feature Extraction 

 Domain Relevance Computation 

 Identify Opinion features 

 

3.1. Candidate Feature Extraction 

         The candidate features are basically the noun phrases on which user expresses is interested in. The candidate 

features are extracted using dependency relation like subject- verb(SBV), verb-object (VOB) and preposition - 

object (POB) in the dependency grammar [2], the subject and the object has syntactic relation of  type subject-verb 

with sentence predicate and object has syntactic relation with predicate. The predicate are usually adjective or verb 

which are the opinion about candidate features. And the POB dependency relation on the prepositional word. The 

three rules are defined based on it; noun phrases will be identified as features if they have dependency relation 

of any of the above type. The verb which is denoted by V in both dependency relation of SBV and VOB is the 

predicate of the sentence. 

 

 

 
3.2. Domain Relevance Computation 

The domain relevance score of candidate feature extracted in the first step is computed in this step. The domain 

relevance implies how much a feature appears in a particular domain that means how much the term is analogous  

to domain. The domain relevance score[1] is  computed using dispersion and deviation. Dispersion defines about a 

term that is mentioned in all documents of the review collection. The average weight of term is computed which are 
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found across all the documents. The importance of term is determined by its appearance across  variety of documents 

in the collection .On the other hand deviation measures in a particular document no of times the term is mentioned. 

Dispersion and deviation which are used for to determine domain relevance are computed using term weights which 

are term frequency and inverse document frequency 

 

3.3. Identifying Opinion Feature 

      Domain Relevance computed thus help for determination of definite opinion feature as  the score obtained for 

domain specific and domain independent which are IDR and EDR score. The values are compared with the 

threshold. The score of Intrinsic domain if more than the threshold and extrinsic domain lower than threshold for a 

candidate feature, then the feature is thus considered as definite opinion feature if not it is removed 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

     The IEDR system can identify opinion feature by exploring its distribut ion characteristics across different 

corpora domain relevant and domain independent. The IEDR identifies candidate features that are specific to given  

Review domain and yet not overly generic has been studied that it outperforms several other methods in  

Identifying opinion features  such as LDA,MRC,ARM,DP. 
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